IN THE KITCHEN
American chef and world traveler Frank Terzoli
brings passion and inspiration to the Suji’s
kitchen.

A

merican chef Frank Terzoli, the new executive
chef at the Suji’s restaurant chain, had the fortune to discover his passion at a young age. At
the age of eight, inspired by his Sicilian grandmother,
Frank recognized his love for cooking. Two years later,
this zest for cooking landed him a job at his uncle’s restaurant. Since then, Frank’s passion for the culinary world
has only intensified. Aside from being a competitor
on the American reality show Top Chef, he
has traveled to 27 countries to delight others with his creative cooking style. Now,
almost three decades since he got started
in the culinary arts, his career path has
led him to South Korea.
Even though Frank admits that
he had never imagined South
Korea in his cards, he is now
Suji’s new executive chef. He is
responsible for the company’s
research and development,
a s wel l a s ove r s e e i n g t h e
culinary aspects of all Suji’s
outlets in Korea and Japan.
While in Korea, Frank will be
working at the Suji’s headquarters to
enhance the menus. Inspired by ideas
of simplicity and balance, he aims
to create a repertoire of dishes to

gratify both Asian and Western palates. Aside from spicing up
Suji’s menus with his unique dishes, he will be responsible for the
management of chefs. Frank intends to work with and
learn from these knowledgeable chefs, rather than
simply micromanaging them. He is eager to build
on what already exists as he continues to explore
Asian flavors.
As the creative engine of Suji’s, Frank has
already successf ully jazzed up Suji’s menu
in Tokyo, Japan, with the introduction of his
delicious Shrimp and Watermelon Ceviche. This
exquisitely refreshing appetizer is a heavenly
treat for any palate. The combination
of diced cucumbers, thinly sliced
r e d o n io n s a n d c ele r y, c u b e d
watermelons and fresh shrimp - all
marinated in various citrus juices
and spices - is only one example
of Fran k’s ingenious cook ing
style.
Frank’s philosophy is that “food
always tastes bet ter f rom the
heart.” He believes, if you truly
put passion into you r cooking,
customers can tell from the flavors.
At the moment, Frank is busy putting
his creativit y to good use as he
whips together a savory collection of
dishes which he believes will be a big hit
in Korea. It will be exciting to see what
new delights will be spicing up Suji’s
menu in 2012.
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Frank Terzoli’s Shrimp and Watermelon Ceviche
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2 lemons juiced
2 oranges juiced
3 limes juiced
3 cups fresh watermelon
cubed
1 cucumber diced
1 stalk celery chopped
¾ cup ketchup
½ cup mustard
1 tbsp hot chili paste
½ tsp salt
1 tsp black pepper
½ red onion sliced thin
1kg 41/50 count white
shrimp peeled and
deveined

1	Blanch

shrimp in salted water for 90
seconds until color starts to change,
about half cooked.

2	Squeeze

all the citrus and split into
2 equal portions.

3

Place shrimp in one portion and
set aside.
4

Combine remaining ingredients
in a large bowl.
5

After the shrimp has cured
for 30 minutes mix the
2 portions together and
keep refrigerated until ready
to serve.
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